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Abstract. Analysis and modeling of a new set of rotation reversal hysteresis

experiments unambiguously show that changes in turbulence are responsible for

the intrinsic rotation reversal and the Linear to Saturated Ohmic Confinement

(LOC/SOC) transition on Alcator C-Mod. Plasmas on either side of the

reversal exhibit different toroidal rotation profiles and therefore different turbulence

characteristics despite profiles of density and temperature that are indistinguishable

within measurement uncertainty. The deactivation of subdominant (in linear growth

rate and heat transport) ITG and TEM-like instabilities in a mixed-mode state is

identified as the only possible change in turbulence within a quasilinear transport

approximation across the reversal which is consistent with the measured profiles

and the inferred heat and particle fluxes. This indicates an explanation for the

LOC/SOC transition that provides a mechanism for hysteresis through the dynamics

of subdominant modes and changes in their relative populations, and does not involve

a change in most (linearly) unstable ion-scale drift-wave instability.
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The universally observed connection of the Linear to Saturated Ohmic Confinement

(LOC/SOC) transition with the intrinsic rotation reversal in Ohmic L-mode plasmas

is a longstanding mystery in fusion plasmas [1, 2, 3, 4]. The concurrence of these two

transitions suggests a link between the heat, particle, and momentum transport channels

in tokamak plasmas, reminiscent of how heat-flux driven turbulent Reynolds stresses are

thought to trigger the L-H transition, and lead to shear layer and pedestal formation

[5]. While there has been success in modeling the energy and particle transport of the

LOC/SOC transition [6, 7, 4], a self-contained picture of how the changes in turbulence

lead to the rotation reversal and explain its observed properties remains elusive. Here,

we propose a partial turbulence population collapse, which involves the deactivation

of a subdominant instability, as a possible mechanism underlying the Ohmic rotation

reversal.

The LOC/SOC transition refers to a break in the slope of energy confinement

time when plotted against density and is observed in tokamak L-mode plasmas. This

confinement transition is accompanied by a reversal in intrinsic core toroidal rotation.

This reversal is a spontaneous reorganization of the plasma rotation from co-current

to counter-current with no external momentum input. Additionally, many experiments

reveal changes in fluctuations across the LOC/SOC transition [2, 8, 9]. Taken together,

these observations suggest that rotation reversal and energy confinement saturation are

linked through the dynamics of drift wave turbulence.

It is thought that a transition from trapped electron mode (TEM) to ion-

temperature gradient (ITG) mode dominated turbulence could unify the confinement

transition and rotation reversal [6, 10, 11]. It has been established that the observed

rotation profiles require some form of turbulent symmetry breaking [12, 13, 14, 15, 11]

which allows for the conversion of free energy released by heat transport to up-gradient

momentum transport [16, 17]. Nonlinear global gyrokinetic simulation has confirmed

that the direction of rotation can flip between TEM and ITG dominated regimes, and

can match the magnitude of rotation observed [18, 19, 20, 4]. However, analysis of

C-Mod and AUG plasmas do not always show a change in dominant linear instability

between ITG/TEM at the LOC/SOC transition or rotation reversal [21, 22, 7, 23].

Additional insight is needed to elucidate how the ITG/TEM transition is involved in

the rotation reversal, as a transition in growth rate or heat flux dominance does not

explain the momentum transport bifurcation.

In this work, a set of experiments is presented that uses hysteresis as a novel probe

of the LOC/SOC transition and intrinsic rotation reversal. Hysteresis is the dependence

of a system’s state on its history, and could be the result of memory or the evolution of

hidden variables not tracked in the state space. Hysteresis in rotation of L-mode plasmas

has been observed on several different experiments [24, 25]. The experiment presented

here shows that nearly exact matches of mean density and temperature profiles can lead

to different rotation and turbulent states in the same discharge. This shows that directly

measured profile effects or other parametric dependencies of the turbulent response are

not responsible for the transition itself, and instead must be the result of a nonlinear
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Figure 1. Time trace of a representative discharge from the hysteresis experiments

(top) and representative toroidal rotation profiles (bottom). The two times marked

by the blue and red bars have nearly the same line-average density, electron and ion

temperatures, but different core toroidal velocities. Toroidal rotation profiles are shown

from a different but matched set of shots. The rotation is similar at the edge but

diverges in the core. Simulations were run within the highlighted region.

bifurcation in the turbulent state.

The experiments were run on Alcator C-Mod, a compact (R = 0.67m, a = 21cm),

high-field (Bt up to 8.1 T) diverted tokamak with a molybdenum wall [26]. To realize

the hysteresis, active line-average density control with edge fueling and a cryopump,

along with the C-Mod two-color interferometer system, were used to create density

modulations. These modulations were triangle waves with amplitude ±10% of a central

value, and period much longer than the energy confinement time, 600ms� τe ≈ 25ms.

Rotation profiles also evolved on timescales ∼ τe, slower than the modulation period.

These plasmas were Ohmic upper single null, Bt = 5.4 T, Ip = 0.8 MA discharges.

There was no beam injection in these plasmas, so the only particle source is at the edge.

Additionally, on some discharges CaF2 impurity was injected into the plasma using a

laser blow-off (LBO) system. Time traces from a representative discharge are shown in

Figure 1. The plasma core is observed to rotate co-current in the lower collisionality

LOC branch, and counter-current in the higher collisionality SOC branch.

Hysteresis can be visualized by plotting discharge trajectories in the density-

rotation plane, as is done in Figure 2. The plotted trajectories overlay closely, showing

the robustness of the hysteresis phenomenon to noise and perturbation from LBO.

Kinetic profiles matched across the reversal are shown in Figure 3. Electron density and
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Figure 2. Trajectories of several discharges at two different currents plotted in the

density vs. toroidal velocity plane. Each point is a timeslice, 10 ms apart. The regions

in phase space corresponding to LOC and SOC branches are highlighted in red and

blue respectively. The discharge in cyan does not reach a high enough density to

transition from co-current rotation to counter-current rotation, so it does not form a

closed hysteresis loop.

temperature were measured using both the core and edge Thomson scattering systems

at C-Mod, while core Te was also measured with the GPC ECE system. The data

were time-averaged over 60 ms bins, then fused into smooth analytic profiles using

Gaussian Process Regression to provide rigorous estimates of the profiles, gradients,

and their errors [27]. Note these error estimates include both statistical and systematic

uncertainties. The tanh length scale shape and hyperprior form in Table 1 of [27]

were used in the fit, and Markov Chain Monte Carlo used to marginalize out the

hyperparameters. Only line-integrated ion temperature and rotation were available for

this set of discharges, so ion temperature and rotation profiles were used from previously

published LOC/SOC transition experiments on C-Mod whose experimental parameters

were replicated in this set of experiments [28]. The profiles, and in particular the

gradients which serve as linear drives for the drift-wave turbulence, overlay each other

very closely, which indicates that drift-wave linear stability does not change across the

reversal.

Linear CGYRO [29] was used to find the most unstable eigenmodes over a range

of kyρs for the matched LOC/SOC conditions, as well as in the conditions leading up

to the transition. Both ions and electrons were fully gyrokinetic, and δA‖ fluctuations

were included. Zeff was calculated from neoclassical resistivity. These simulations were

run at multiple radii, and over both ion and electron scales. The real frequency and

growth rates calculated in these simulations are shown in Figure 3.

At nominal values of the gradients, the linear stability analysis does not show

evidence of a transition from ion-direction to electron-direction dominance, either for

the matched LOC/SOC profiles, or right before the transitions. This is consistent with
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Figure 3. (LEFT) Profiles of electron density, electron temperature, and ion

temperature and respective gradient scale lengths for the 0.8 MA case, for co-current

LOC branch (red) and counter-current SOC branch (blue). The raw data is shown

by the scatter points, and the fitted profiles with a smooth line. The orange shaded

region is the approximate sawtooth inversion radius, and the dashed cyan line shows

the location of the CGYRO simulations. (RIGHT) Real frequency (top) and growth

rate (bottom) of most unstable mode at different kyρs. Several cases are plotted;

the dark blue and dark red correspond to the matched profile conditions for counter-

current and co-current cases respectively. The light blue and light red correspond

to conditions right before transition, and also do not show qualitative difference in

stability. The gray corresponds to variation of the driving gradients within error bars

from the counter-current matched case.

linear stability analyses of databases Ohmic C-Mod and AUG discharges, which have

not shown a clear correlation between TEM↔ITG dominance transition and either the

LOC/SOC transition or the rotation reversal [21, 22, 23, 30, 7]. This radial location

r/a = 0.575 remains ITG dominant when varying a single driving gradient within error

bars, although variation outside of one standard deviation from the nominal value can

lead to TEMs overtaking ITGs in growth rate, indicating that the plasma remains near

a TEM↔ITG dominance transition. These results suggest that the behavior of modes

beyond the dominant linear instability is involved in the transition, which motivates

us to look at the contribution of subdominant modes. In the following, subdominant

modes refer to modes which are the fastest growing mode at some kyρs, but which have

lower growth rates or effect subdominant levels of heat transport than the dominant

ITG instability.

To diagnose the turbulent state of the plasma, a reduced model is constructed using

a linear mode quasilinear transport approximation (mQLTA). In mQLTA, the turbulent

fluxes (e.g. Qe) are calculated by the sum of a quasilinear mode weight (denoted below

as WQe,k) times an average intensity (also called spectral weight, denoted
〈
φ̄2
k

〉
) for each
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linear eigenmode indexed by wavenumber k,

Qe =
∑
k

WQe,k

〈
φ̄2
k

〉
(1)

This model separates the linear physics of the plasma, encoded into quasilinear weights

assumed to be determined entirely by the linear mode structures, from the nonlinear

physics, encoded into the spectral weights which are determined by nonlinear saturation

processes. While the theoretical validity of this assumption has not been established,

in practice the weights used in mQLTA have been found to match weights from fully

nonlinear simulation [31]. Additionally, the predicted cross-phases, which are related

to the quasilinear weights, have been observed to match experimental measurements

[32, 33]. This model also underlies modern quasilinear transport models like TGLF [34]

and QualiKiz [35], which have had success in replicating heat and particle transport in

LOC/SOC transition scans [7, 4].

By using the fluxes calculated from power balance, it is possible to put an

experimentally-derived constraint on the possible mode intensities. Three fluxes are

used: the ion and electron heat fluxes, and the electron particle flux. Equation 1 can then

be viewed as a matrix equation relating a vector of mode intensities to a 3-dimensional

vector of fluxes. If the system is discretized into N modes, then the quasilinear weights

form a 3xN matrix, as in the first line of equation 2.Qi

Qe

Γe

 =

WQi,k1 WQi,k2 . . .

WQe,k1 WQe,k2 . . .

WΓe,k1 WΓe,k2 . . .



〈
φ̄2
k1

〉〈
φ̄2
k2

〉
...

 ≈
WQi,Ia WQi,Ib WQi,II WQi,III

WQe,Ia WQe,Ib WQe,II WQe,III

WΓe,Ia WΓe,Ib WΓe,II WΓe,III



〈
φ̄2
k

〉
Ia〈

φ̄2
k

〉
Ib〈

φ̄2
k

〉
II〈

φ̄2
k

〉
III

 (2)

In the full system, N will be very large, so a naive application of the constraint leaves

the mode intensities highly underdetermined. However, we are not interested in the

detailed shape of the spectrum, only trends in intensities and fluxes. This motivates the

construction of a reduced model where similar modes are lumped into ‘families’. For

example, ETG modes primarily exhaust electron heat flux, and do not exhaust ion heat

flux or particle fluxes. Thus, only one degree of freedom is required to describe the net

effect of ETG modes on the fluxes. To calculate the fluxes due to families, the sum over

modes k in equation 1 is replaced instead with a sum over families, with a representative

quasilinear weight averaged over the modes comprising the family, as in the second line

of equation 2.

To apply this model to the experiment, quasilinear weights were calculated from

the linear CGYRO runs on the matched conditions. The gyro-Bohm normalized weights

are plotted in Figure 4 for the counter-current rotation simulations, with the co-current
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Figure 4. The quasilinear weights are shown for the most unstable drift wave modes

from the 0.8 MA matched profile counter-current SOC branch case over a range of

kyρs (left). The anomalous fluxes at the corresponding radial location are shown in

the bar chart (right). The units are gyro-Bohm normalized, and the quasilinear weights

correspond to the fluxes of the same color. The four mode families are labeled Ia, Ib,

II, and III.

Table 1. Summary of the consequences of the two possible turbulent states predicted

by mQLTA.

Turbulent State LOC SOC

Active Mode Families

ITG (Ia, Ib)

TEM (II)

ETG (III)

ITG (Ib)

ETG (III)

Particle Flux Balance Ia balances II Balance within Ib

Electron Heat Transport TEM and ETG ETG dominates

Torque Balance TEM and ITG ITG dominates

rotation simulations having nearly identical weights. From here, four families of modes

are identified. Family I consists of low-k ion-direction modes, separated into (a) and (b)

based on the efficiency of particle flux exhaust. The lower-k modes are more effective

at driving electron density flux down-gradient, while the higher-k modes drive close to

zero net electron density flux. Family II consists of maginally stable kyρs ∼ 1 hybrid

direction TEM-like modes, and are characterized by their inward particle pinch. Family

III consists of high-k electron-direction modes, which exhaust only electron heat flux.

The fluxes calculated from TRANSP power balance [36] are shown on the right in Figure

4, with neoclassical transport calculated by the code NEO [37] subtracted out.

The additional constraint that mode intensities must be non-negative distinguishes

two qualitatively different types of solution of equation 2. The first is where
〈
φ̄2
k

〉
II
≈ 0,

so the marginally stable family II is not active. In order to satisfy the near-zero electron

particle flux, the only ion-scale turbulence that can be active are modes in family Ib.
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Figure 5. A qualitative illustration of the proposed LOC/SOC transition. (Top) the

four mode family intensities are shown. In SOC family II is inactive, which necessarily

shifts the balance of modes Ia and Ib. (Bottom) An example of an ion heat flux

spectrum which would be consistent with the above mode families, where the SOC

spectrum in blue is narrower than the LOC spectrum in red.

Modes in family III then exhaust the remaining electron heat flux. This leads to a

narrower k spectrum of ion-scale turbulence, dominated by ion-direction turbulence,

corresponding to a “SOC-like” case. The second possibility is where the modes in family

II are active. Then, the lower-k family Ia must be active as well, in order to balance the

inward electron particle flux. This leads to a broader k spectrum with intermixed ion-

direction and hybrid-direction turbulence, corresponding to a “LOC-like” case. Since

the “LOC-like” and “SOC-like” states continuously connect to co-current rotation lower-

collisionality and counter-current rotation higher-collisionality branches respectively, it

is inferred that the rotation physics of TEM dominant (but possibly ITG active) and

ITG dominant states continue to be relevant in their respective regimes. These changes

are illustrated in Figure 5, and their consequences are summarized in Table 1. The

implication is that despite the heat transport channels being the principal externally

driven means of free energy release in the plasma, modes which are subdominant in heat

transport can be central to determining the qualitative behavior of transport in other

channels, such as that of momentum transport.

While this work does not provide a mechanism for the observed bistability of the

turbulent state leading to the hysteresis, it does show that the bistability cannot be

explained by changes in the linear turbulence drive terms alone. The robustness of

the bistability to perturbation from LBO provides evidence against the possibility of

the matched profiles sitting on an undetected linear stability boundary, given the large

effect of LBO on turbulence in the plasma [38]. One possible mean field mechanism for

bistability is the mean rotation profile feedback on turbulence saturation and coupling.
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Figure 6. Plot of maximum growth rate for modes with kyρs < 1 (solid line with

dots) and E × B shearing rate γE = r
q
dω0

dr (solid lines without dots) as a function of

r/a, where ω0 is calculated from force balance. For the shear, blue corresponds to SOC

conditions and red to LOC conditions. Note that the maximum growth rate is above

the E × B shearing rate, but the shearing rate can be comparable to subdominant

mode growth rates.

The ExB flow shear is not large enough to change the linear structure of the dominant

instability, as seen from the CGYRO simulations, but is a significant fraction of the

maximum growth rate as seen in Figure 6. Thus, it could affect the saturation of

more marginally stable turbulence, or change turbulence spreading behavior. Another

possibility is a mechanism outside of mean field theory, where some meso- or micro-scale

field changes the mode-mode or mode-zonal flow nonlinear energy transfer. One such

example is staircase formation [39]. Both of these possibilities resemble a ‘population

collapse’ described by predator-prey models of turbulence, see e.g. [5]. However, in

contrast to the L-H transition, where virtually all ion scale turbulence is quenched, here

only a portion of the ion scale spectrum collapses at the transition. These changes

could manifest in several ways experimentally, either directly in measured fluctuation

spectra in the case of a total subdominant population quench, or indirectly through

changes in measured fluctuation correlation lengths if some meso-scale phenomenon

was responsible.

In summary, this work presents results from new hysteresis experiments which

demonstrate density and temperature profiles, which are indistinguishable within error

bars, leading to different turbulent and rotation states. Since the edge rotation is similar,

core rotation profiles are self-consistently determined by the turbulence in the plasma,

indicating that turbulence changes across the LOC/SOC transition. The observed

kinetic profiles and robustness of hysteresis to perturbation places tight constraints

on possible mechanisms for the rotation reversal, in particular showing that a change in

linear turbulence drive terms alone cannot explain the rotation reversal or LOC/SOC

transition on Alcator C-Mod. Linear gyrokinetic simulations at nominal values of the

gradients show ITG to be linearly dominant throughout the hysteresis loop in the

rotation reversal region, although the plasma remains close (& 1 standard deviation in

gradient drives) to a linear TEM↔ITG dominance transition in the matched profile case.
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Finally, application of the linear mode quasilinear transport approximation implicates

that a change in the mix of mode saturation levels given by a TEM population collapse

underlies the observed bistability of turbulent fluctuations and momentum transport.

For a full understanding of the turbulent populations at the LOC/SOC transition, future

work should address the validity of these quasilinear approximations, and address the

mechanism of bistability.
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